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The making of
a cultural hub at
the global stage
by Nurlaila Jamil
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Libraries welcome newcomers with open arms
by Vinh Nguyen
Language barriers and social isolation are among several factors newcomers may
experience as they settle in
their new environment. Local libraries have developed
programs tailored to those
needs, such as language clubs
and referral services. Libraries in Surrey, Burnaby and
Coquitlam offer outreach programs such as interactive ESL
and volunteer programs to
help them navigate their new
community.

Also in this issue

In hopes of providing support
for newcomers, the Government
of B.C. created NewToBC services in 2012, bringing the community an active outreach program
called the Library Champions
Project. In partnership with the
Surrey library, this initiative
is an outlet for Canadian immigrants who want to help their
peers.
According to Branka Vlasic, Library Champions Project Trainer, there have been 14 cycles in
Surrey with the next on Sept. 15.
“Basically, after four training
sessions champions outreach in

their communities, connecting
with newcomers and providing information about library
and community services,” says
Vlasic.
The first training entails the
experience of a newcomer in
order to identify issues, questions and communication skills.
The second training provides
library program information
to the trainee so they can offer
the adequate program to each
newcomer. Vlasic says that since
the new library champions may
have difficulty presenting, public speaking skills are addressed

in the third session. Finally in
the fourth session, participants
learn about community resources and how to do outreach effectively since they will be on their
own after they complete their
training.
Looking back on her time as a
facilitator, Vlasic describes her
experience as lucky and lovely.
“I’m really lucky because I get
to meet people who really accomplish things in their lives
and then they come here and
they want to do something in
order to help others, in order to
See “Libraries” page 4
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am originally from Malaysia –
a country that prides itself on
being multicultural – but I spent
the majority of my childhood
abroad. I have always thought
that my exposure to different
countries and cultures meant
that I have a firm understanding of multiculturalism.
Despite my international
upbringing, I spent the majority of my childhood in
diplomatic enclaves of foreign countries. I was mostly
situated in neighbourhoods
occupied by diplomats and
expatriates, not immersed in
cultures different from my
own. Hence, my experience
of living in Vancouver as a
foreign national without the
comfort of being surrounded
by my fellow countrymen, has
been particularly eye-opening, as it has forced me to reevaluate my understanding of
multiculturalism.
Since my move to Vancouver
to pursue my undergraduate
degree, I have come to realise
that multiculturalism should
be more than just a buzzword
for “what makes Vancouver
amazing.” Of all the places I
have lived in, Vancouver definitely stands out to me as the
most diverse and multicultural
place. The city boasts a very diverse demographic – a cosmopolitan city where individuals
with roots from different corners of the globe can be found.
However, what makes Vancouver multicultural should
be about more than just its
statistics. Multiculturalism
has affected the social and
economic landscape of the
city, especially with the thriving businesses and communities of different cultures, and
this is something Vancouverites should be proud of.
For example, the neighbourhood of Kitsilano recently celSee “Verbatim” page 7
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Cultural Spotlight

The Japanese-Canadian
Internment – 75 Years After
by Nurlaila Jamil
Hosted by the Vancouver Historical Society, The JapaneseCanadian Internment – 75
Years After will take place on
Sept. 28 at the Museum of Vancouver. The talk will feature
Japanese-Canadian activists
Mary Kitagawa and her partner Tosh.

forced to leave Salt Spring Island,
following the order. Her grandparents had already retired and
amassed assets consisting of 200
acres of land, a two-storey home
and a domestic helper who assisted in managing the Kitagawas’ farm. However, their property was at risk of confiscation
after that year as the properties
of Japanese-Canadians were liquidated by the government to
fund the internment.
“When the war between Japan
and Canada started, the government decided that all JapaneseCanadian people were a danger to
the country,” says Kitagawa. “And

Photo courtesy of Library and Archives Canada

In 1896, Mary Kitagawa’s grandfather moved from the prefecture of Hiroshima to Canada. He
would make up the first wave of
Japanese immigrants to Canada,
known as Issei (first generation),
who embarked on the transpacific journey to find opportunities abroad in the late 19th century.
“At the time when my grandfather came, a lot of the people
living in [the outskirts of cities
and villages] of Japan were having a hard time making a living,”
Kitagawa says. “My grandfather
thought that he would do better
in another country and being the
adventurous person that he was,
he decided to come to Canada.”

ber of fishing licenses issued to the ordinary citizens,] accused
Japanese-Canadians. Her grand- the Asians of not being able to
parents felt they had no choice assimilate into the mainstream
but to move to Salt Spring Island society because [they thought
to start farming. They contin- that] we’re not able to speak
ued to live there until 1942 when English, to achieve the same
the federal government issued things as they did or to even
an Order in Council to remove understand what a vote means,”
Japanese-Canadians from their she says. “Today we know that
homes and to exile them into re- Asian people can assimilate, are
mote areas.
intelligent and that they contribute a lot to the society of Canada.”
Deeply rooted in history
At age seven, Kitagawa was Creating a legacy

Japanese-Canadians being relocated across British Columbia in 1942.

Kitagawa’s grandmother later so they uprooted us, took away
joined her grandfather in 1903 as all of our property and they disa picture bride, and the two ran persed us all across the country.”
a prosperous fishing business.
The internment that began in
“When my grandfather first 1942 is microcosmic of the anticame he became a fisherman, so Asian sentiment in the province,
he and his wife fished for a very starting with the exclusion of
long time. They owned about 15 Asians from the B.C. voters’ list
boats, so they were very suc- following confederation in 1871.
cessful,” she says.
Kitagawa believes that these
Kitagawa says fishing op- racist sentiments are unjustiportunities decreased after fied and founded upon prejudice.
1922 when the federal fisheries
“[The white people who govdepartment reduced the num- erned the province, and also

For Kitagawa, she believes that
Japanese-Canadians are ultimately responsible for their history and heritage.
“The people that went through
the incarceration and the uprooting did not tell their children what happened to them. I
think it was because it would
pain them to talk about it or they
were ashamed of the fact that
they were made a victim,” she
says.
According to Kitagawa, many
third-generation Japanese-Canadians were surprised when
they found out what their immediate family members had gone
through, and that they should
speak up and make their Japanese-Canadian history known.
Michael Kluckner, President of
the Vancouver Historical Society, sees the upcoming talk as an
opportunity to not only educate
the public but also to address
the wider issues of racism in B.C.
“The Japanese-Canadian experience was only a part of a much
wider attempt over 50 years to
make B.C. into a ‘White-Man’s
Province.’ Other immigrants,
notably the Chinese and the
Sikhs, suffered from systematic
discrimination throughout this
period,” he says.
Kluckner says that even today’s provincial and federal Canadian government policies may
surprise people, and hopes the
talk will inform them.
“With a little imagination, attendees will see parallels between what happened to immigrants then and what is
happening now in North America, while also learning that
the human rights framework,
in Canada at least, is much different than it was 75 years ago,”
he says.
For more information, please visit
www.vancouver-historical-society.ca

Errata

• In our last issue (Vol 18 No 5), the name of the Verbatim writer was spelt
incorrectly on the English section. The Source apologizes to Laura Bouzid for
the error.
• In Naomi Tse’s article “Artists re-examine historical objects in new
exhibition,” the photo credits were switched. The photo of Anchi Lin is
courtesy of A Sealer and the photo of Alanna Ho is by Matthew Ariaratnam.
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Economics:
A look beyond markets
by Betty Shea
Many welfare projects fail
because targeted beneficiaries refuse to participate.
In these situations, Nathan
Nunn, Frederic E. Abbe Professor of Economics at Harvard University, argues that
cultural understanding combined with economic analysis
may help. Nunn, who is also
receiving a Simon Fraser University (SFU) Outstanding
Alumni Award, will be speaking at the 2017 BMO Public
Lecture event hosted by SFU
on September 14. The talk is
aimed towards a general audience interested in topics
such as gender roles and economic development.
“We invited Dr. Nunn not only
because of his connection to
SFU as an undergraduate alum
but also – and perhaps more

“

rates correspond to areas with
higher exposure to past medical campaigns. During colonial
times, painful treatments with
harmful side effects were administered by force to entire
villages.
“These areas have developed
a culture of mistrust towards
Western medicine,” says Nunn.
“This is not surprising and is
completely
understandable.
These refusal rates and general
suspicion are often attributed
to irrationality, but understanding their origins can help
move policy forward.”
The hunt for understanding

If culture and norms have longterm consequences on economic development, is there such a
thing as good or bad culture?
Should some social norms be
encouraged above others?
Nunn objects to this line of
thinking.

While much research is about markets, the
core of economics is understanding human
behaviour and the nature of societies.
Understanding culture is a part of this.
Nathan Nunn, professor of economics

The long shadow of history

“I came to study culture
through my interest in longrun economic development,”
says Nunn. “My research has
traced the different paths of
development of different societies.” Events that happen to
different societies at the beginning of their development
paths result in measurable differences on a variety of social
issues. These issues range from
the adaptation of democratic
values and institutions, to the
evolution of gender norms, to
the level of mistrust in society.
A common theme that runs
through Nunn’s research is the
interconnectivity of history,
culture, economics and political institutions. Culture, to
economists, is a set of shared
beliefs and “rules-of-thumb”
that a community adopts to
cope with decision making in
complex and uncertain situations. Historical events can
influence how these rules are
formed. As beliefs and social
norms are passed from parents
to children, history can have
long-lasting effects by persisting through culture.
As an example, Nunn points
towards research on the legacy
of French colonial medical campaigns in sub-Saharan Africa.
The researchers found that areas with higher medical refusal

“I don’t think there is ‘good’
culture or ‘bad’ culture,” says
Nunn. “How does one define
good or bad? It depends on
what one is trying to accomplish and all cultural traits
have costs and benefits.” His
goal is to observe past and
present cultural traits, to understand why they exist and
the effects they have.
Most people view economics
as a dry science of supply and
demand. Yet, this is an inaccurate assessment of the field.
Nunn points out that Adam
Smith, considered the grandfather of economics, wrote about
the psychology of individuals,
morality, culture, and decision
making in The Theory of Moral
Sentiments before writing his
famous book The Wealth of Nations.

Photo courtesy of Nathan Nunn

importantly – for his research
contributions over the past ten
years,” says David Jacks, Professor of Economics at SFU.
Jacks describes Nunn’s research as instrumental in resurrecting the notion that “history matters” in economics. He
also credits Nunn with engaging in a research agenda that
stresses how “culture matters”
in the field.
“These related strands of research are pushing economics
in the direction of being distinctly more interdisciplinary,
but in a way that meaningfully
engages with the contributions
of other fields,” says Jacks.

Nathan Nunn, Frederic E. Abbe
Professor of Economics at
Harvard University.

“Outside of the profession,
economics is viewed as being
about interest rates, supply
and demand, etc,” says Nunn.
“While much research is about
markets, the core of economics
is understanding human behaviour and the nature of societies. Understanding culture is
a part of this.”

For more information, please visit
www.sfu.ca/economics
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“Libraries” from page 1
activities held outside the lifeel like they want to belong and brary.
make a home out of this country
“It’s also a way for people to
for themselves. So, it’s really en- know other newcomers in the
riching for me personally to be area. So it’s a social thing as
part of the process for each one well,” she says.
of them,” she says.
Jenny, a participant of the pre- Reading fun at
vious cycle, speaks about her ex- Coquitlam library
perience.
Another ESL service has been
“Overall, I think it’s a wonder- thriving at the Coquitlam City
ful thing to say that it’s uniquely Centre branch since 2013: Library
designed. You would never know Champions Book Club. Particithe library would offer that pants meet once a month to dismuch to new immigrants,” she cuss a particular topic in the
says. “I think the program is book that is introduced to everywonderful.”
one at the start of each month.
Lila, another participant, also
Janice Williams, the club facilexpressed her enthusiasm for itator, is enthusiastic about her
the program.
job and says the goal is to create

Library Champions Book Club members at the Coquitlam Library.

“The duration of the program
is three months – it’s short.
Because it happens so fast, it
makes the session entertaining
and meaningful and you do not
want it to end,” she says.
Lila applauds the program
for being very accommodating
to her needs. In spite of being a
newcomer with a basic level of
English, her husband is invited
to stay during the training to
assist with Lila’s English. She
says her peers have been very
welcoming and compassionate
towards her.
English chit chat
at Burnaby library

For Burnaby Public Library, the
ESL conversation circle has
been one of the important support systems for language besides their large collection of
ESL books. Deb Thomas, Deputy
Chief Librarian at the Bob Prittie
Metrotown branch, explains the
logistics of this service.
“We are teaching people to
speak English and giving them
a chance to practice,” she says.
“So, they’ll pick a topic and then
everybody talks about that
topic.”
All English levels are welcome
and people can support each
other through their own level
of English. Thomas adds that
the conversation also gives the
participants an opportunity to
socialize and familiarize themselves with people and the area
around them, as there are also

open conversations on different
topics in classic and Canadian
books.
“And it’s to try and encourage
them to give their opinion about
the story, ask questions. If it’s a
Canadian-themed story, I might
ask them ‘What was it like in
your home country? Would this
be a common topic in your home
country or not?” asks Williams.
The conversation also gives
rise to a social atmosphere that
Williams thinks will benefit
newcomers.
“I like to think that it gives
them the opportunity to meet in
a social setting – to get used to
that – to also offer up their point
of view,” says Williams.
Although held at the Coquitlam
branch, the book club wasn’t part
of the library budget. The program started through a grant
from the Tri-cities Literacy Committee that began in 2007 and the
book club evolved from there.
Williams likes seeing people
who enjoy the activity as much
as she does. She really feels
there is progress in the members’ level of English and confidence.
“I’m really pleased that there
are still some of the early members coming to the book club.
That means they’re still getting
a lot out of it,” she says.
For more info on the NewToBC
programs, please visit
www.interlinklibraries.ca/services/
newtobc/
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A bold vision of Reconciliation
by Yusheng Cai
Canada’s
150th
birthday
takes a solemn tone, juxtaposed against a festive atmosphere, as the country’s Indigenous people mourn the
atrocities committed by the
Canadian government.

Photo courtesy of Chief Robert Joseph

To reconcile, however, doesn’t
mean to transform relationships with just the government.
For Chief Robert Joseph, member of the Gwawaenuk First Nation and co-founder of Reconciliation Canada, reconciliation
is a bold vision that calls on all
Canadians to come together.

Chief Robert Joseph, member of
the Gwawaenuk First Nation and
co-founder of Reconciliation Canada.

“One of the important perspectives that we’ve always
held as Reconciliation Canada
is the idea that reconciliation
is not just between Aboriginal
people and the federal government or provincial government.
It’s an issue that belongs to all
of us,” says Joseph.
He quotes the 2016 national
survey released by the Environics Institute for Survey Research, which shows more than
eight out of 10 non-Indigenous
Canadians express a clear desire to be part of reconciliation
with the Indigenous.
“Here we are in a moment
when all Canadians and all Indigenous people are working
together to create balance and
harmony between ourselves,”
says Joseph. “All of us are
reaching together to foster and
encourage reconciliation.”
To that end, the Walk for Reconciliation, which follows a
route from Cambie Street and
Georgia Street to Strathcona
Park will happen on Sept. 24.
The Walk will feature Indigenous and multicultural performances and a keynote speech.
Racism is the most
harmful barrier

Joseph had a long struggle with
the past, as one of 150,000 Indigenous children who suffered
abuse at residential schools.
“The shared history was
very violent at times and very

broken. And that created the
division, inequality, poverty,
trauma, anger, dysfunction,
economic disparity, marginalization,” says Joseph.

“

has to be is that we need to educate each other about who we
are as human beings, and that
every human being has value
and each of us has a responsi-

istics to employ where we were
almost committing genocide. If
we assimilate everything, it’s
just an old form of genocide,”
says Joseph. “And in reconcilia-

Racism denigrated our very identity and very
being. It is not challenged and it continues to be
the war, the solid war that separates people...
Chief Robert Joseph, co-founder of Reconciliation Canada

For him, racism is the root of
the aforementioned problems
and the most harmful barrier
to reconciliation.
“Racism denigrated our very
identity and very being. It is not
challenged and it continues to
be the war, the solid war that
separates people just because
of colour, just because of language, just because of religion,
just because of sexual orientation,” says Joseph.
Aboriginal people are experiencing racism without being
given an opportunity to speak
for themselves, he says, and so
reconciliation is important as
a way to educate all Canadians
about who the Aboriginal are.
“People who were born into
poverty and have no tool to
work themselves are deemed
to be worthless. That’s a wrong
approach. What our approach

Proudly sponsored by

bility to encourage the manifestation of full value for everybody,” says Joseph.

Reconciliation must
not be assimilation

To challenge racism and ultimately reconcile, the 77-yearold insists that all Canadians
should embrace diversity.
“I think one of the things that
we all have to do is recognize
our diversity. There are so
many things that contribute to
our diversity. We create a new
mosaic of Canadians to honour
each other no matter what colour, what religion,” says Joseph.
For him, reconciliation is in
no way assimilation. Instead, it
makes room for Canada’s cultural mosaic.
“In tackling true reconciliation, we must never try to assimilate any of those character-

tion, we need to move forward
the idea that we embrace our
diversity and our difference.”
He cites the current political
climate as an example. When
it comes to decisions made on
their land, says Joseph, Indigenous traditions and values
shouldn’t go unnoticed.
“As Indigenous people, we
have a long-standing view that
we’ve held forever that we have
a custodial responsibility to
the land, to the environment.
We have perspectives on balance and farming. Those are
ancient, long-standing values
that civilization has forgotten
far too long. Whatever we do
[to the land], we need to find
the most sustainable ways to
conduct businesses on the land.
So that we don’t destroy the
integrity of the environment,”
says Joseph
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A community addresses issues of racism
was on drove past Vancouver’s
Trump Tower after its name
was unveiled. She then wondered if she, as a diversity specialist, felt so uneasy, how did
other people feel?
To address those feelings
and take action, Ghani started
informal talking circles where
people from various backgrounds could come together
and share their stories of racism in a safe environment. Two
recurring elements stood out:
fear and the question “what do
we do?”, she says.
The momentum grew.

by Monique Kroeger
“What do we do?” The need
to answer that question is
at the heart of an upcoming
public forum where North
Shore residents will have an
opportunity to discuss their
concerns relating to discrimination and racism.
“Canada has often been touted
as a successful experiment in
multiculturalism. However, in
light of recent events, such as
those in Charlottesville where
an alarming level of racial discrimination was exposed, as
Canadians, we must carefully
examine our own society to determine whether we are at risk
of going down a similarly dark
path,” says Marcus Wong, second-generation Chinese-Canadian, board member of the West
Vancouver Police Department
and North Shore Multicultural
Society and forum panelist.
The North Shore Immigrant
Inclusion Partnership (NSIIP) is
hosting Acting Against Racism –
A Public Forum on Sept. 14 at the
Kay Meek Centre in West Vancouver. The forum aims to connect local residents in the hope
of coming up with strategies
towards a better understanding and possible resolutions.
Two guests speakers from the
University of British Columbia
will be present as well as four
panelists, all local residents of
diverse intersectional identities. Talks will be followed by a
Q&A session.

“

racism/Islamophobia and the
implications of these situations,
says Ghani.
As one of the guest speakers, Sunera Thobani, associate
professor in the Department of
Asian Studies and the Institute
for Gender, Race, Sexuality and
Social Justice at the University
of British Columbia (UBC), will
share her concerns about Islamophobia in Canada, particularly
violence against women.
“(I want to) raise awareness
about the seriousness of this
problem, and the urgency to
confront Islamophobic and rac-

I hope people walk away with factual
information, hope, ideas and inspiration.
Meharoona Ghani, organiser of Acting Against Racism
ist attitudes and actions at the
local, community level, as well
as the national and foreign
policy level. It is crucial that we
understand how this form of
hatred is linked to other forms
of racism, and how it is transforming the country,” she says.
The panelists will bring local
perspectives to the dialogue.
Shelina Neallani came to
Canada in 1968 at the age of
three when her family, third
generation Indians in Uganda,
left post-colonial Africa. She
has a passion for diversity, inclusion and the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. As
a panelist, and through her interest in inter-cultural issues
in conflict resolution, Neallani,
director of the North Shore
Multicultural Society, plans to
generate a discussion around
strategies for dealing with
racist comments and actions,
whether they are experienced
directly or witnessed by a bystander.

“Basically I felt a forum was
needed to discuss the implications of and current affairs
of racism/Islamophobia and
various forms of discrimination along with an emphasis on
strategies,” says Ghani.
Strategies and
policies needed

Two keynote speakers Dr.
Sunera Thobani, Ph.D. and
Handel Kashope Wright, Ph.D.
will offer a “macro” or big picture of the current state of various forms of discrimination and

Photo courtesy of Marcus Wong

From fear to action

Marcus Wong, board member of the
West Vancouver Police Department and
North Shore Multicultural Society.

Need the skills to find a job?
We can help!

Photo by Olga Volpe

Born and raised in Golden B.C.,
Meharoona Ghani has pondered the notion of racism and
various forms of discrimination
since she was eight years old.
Yet for forty years, fear had never played a part in her life. Until
recently.
Ghani, manager of community connections and diversity at
the North Shore Multicultural
Society and lead organiser of
Acting Against Racism, says
that the idea of holding a public forum formed gradually. She
experienced feelings of fear for
the first time when the bus she

Photo by Minori Ide

Shelina Neallani, director of the
North Shore Multicultural Society.

Meharoona Ghani, manager of community connections and diversity
at the North Shore Multicultural Society.

“My hope is that through
this dialogue, members of the
community will feel better
equipped to step out of their
comfort zones and that the discussions we have will continue
long after the symposium is
over,” she says.
Ghani stresses that discrimination and racism affect all
communities, are felt within,
without and across all communities and are not restricted to
the Caucasian–non-Caucasian
dichotomy. All communities,
she says, are encouraged to partake in the open and safe forum.
“I hope people walk away with
factual information, hope, ideas
and inspiration,” she says.
For more information, please visit
www.nsiip.ca/acting-against-racism/

Design a fantastic resume and cover letter, fine tune your interview
techniques, learn valuable skills to succeed in the Canadian workplace,
gain insight into the job market, access special services for skilled works
– all at NO COST. The Progressive Intercultural Community Services
(PICS) Society, Vancouver Branch, has been helping immigrants and
newcomers to Canada for over 14 years !
Our Group Job Search Workshops are a flexible, 5 module rotating
program, running weekly, with 16 sessions each month. This includes
basic computer orientation, with instruction on using Word and Excel,
and accessing the Internet. Workshops are held within a culturally diverse environment, led by qualified facilitators.
Past and current E.I. receipients are always welcome. Knowledgeable case managers are available to guide you through the process of
reaching your career goals.
PICS Vancouver also offers one-on-one employment assistance,
paid on-the-job work experience through our Wage Subsidy program, and a one-stop Career Centre with a broad range of job hunting
resources. Funding for all programs is provided by the Ministry of Social Development, Employment and Labour Market Services Division.
Please call 604-324-7733, go to www.pics.bc.ca,
or visit us at 200-8161 Main St., Vancouver,
to find out how we
can best help you.
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Filling the gaps in
World War I history

“My intent is to present the real
inclusive history, not the one
perpetuated in pop-culture and
classrooms for that matter. It’s going to be a history lesson to fill in
the blanks for the people who are
wondering what possessed South
Asians to immigrate to Canada
in the first place, and what their
reactions were to the systemic
racism they faced here; and ultimately why they fought for the
Crown in light of that failure to
protect their rights as citizens of
the empire,” says Steven Purewal,
curator and managing director of
Indus Media Foundation Canada.
He will be speaking at the Coquitlam Library (Sept. 21) about
Missing Stories of World War 1:
Discovering the South Asian Voices Missing from Imperial History.
Undiscovered heritage

Purewal points to the recently

tual. He describes it as a warrior-saint culture. He finds it
odd the warrior ethos of Sikhs
is not often heard of like Samurais.
“The DNA of the Punjabi community is very much a martial
community given the geography of the place – the northwest of India is a very volatile
region. Over the millennia, it’s
always been a place for conflict
and people settling the most
arable land in the planet,” he
says.
Purewal hopes there will be
an interest and appetite for
South Asians to discover their
ethnicities represented in historic battles.
“Many, many nationalities
were involved in Canada ̶ as
was the case growing up in the
UK ̶ you never saw those faces.
In the movies, you never saw
them depicted in any form of
popular culture as being part of
that allied victory,” he says.

aged children had questions
about whether or not Indians
fought in World War One.
“At that point, instead of answering the question just for
my three school-aged kids, I
thought I better just set the record straight for everyone in
our community. Similarly, the
other kids were asking their
families the [same] question.

Origin of series

In 2014, which marked the centennial of the First World War,
Purewal and his three school-

Unknown soldiers revealed.

“Verbatim” from page 1

ebrated Greek Day with a street
carnival featuring the best of
Greek culture. Kitsilano is also
home to many authentic Greek
restaurants, grocers and small
enterprises, like barbershops.
Meanwhile, in East Vancouver,
a walk down Main Street will
expose pedestrians to Filipino
restaurants, remittance services to the Philippines and various social hubs for the Filipino
community.
These experiences can be
found with the Korean and Italian communities in the West
End and on Commercial Drive
respectively. In addition, I am
also reminded of the First Nations and Aboriginal communities of this land when I encounter the beautiful artworks,
at Stanley Park for example,
around town. What is more
rewarding is that one can see
a diverse clientele visiting and
engaging with these establishments. People of different cultures are open to participating
in the culture of others.
However, Vancouver’s story
as a multicultural hub is not entirely perfect. There have been
debates in the city recently
after a recent wave of immigrants were criticised for not
fully integrating themselves
into the local community. The
lack of integration, according
to critics, has ruined the identity and cityscape of Vancouver while negatively affecting
aspects of the city’s economy,
such as housing prices and employment opportunities. The
lack of integration among several groups of foreign nationals
has sparked debates about the

They necessarily would not be
in a position where [they] had
the collection of artifacts [or]
the primary sources that I had.
[These] allowed me to do the
project, to build awareness
about this contribution,” he recalls.
Purewal approached Simon
Fraser University, sat down
with the school of humanities and the history professors
there. They went through the
material. They agreed with him.
“They told me, ‘Yeah, you’re
absolutely right. You have the
primary sources. This is the
true history. It had not been
told in Canada. You have our
support,’” he says.
In June 2014, he started the
project in partnership with
SFU to commemorate the First
World War and contributions
of South Asians and Punjabis
in that conflict. Since then, they
have put on more than 50 events
at universities and exhibitions.
The project is sponsored by the
provincial government.
For more information, please visit
www.coquitlamheritage.ca.

identity of Vancouver as a multicultural hub, and peoples’ levels of tolerance and acceptance.
In addition, the welfare of
First Nations people has been
a public concern, and it is disheartening to see a culture not
being able to flourish to the extent of others.
Despite the imperfections, I
believe that Vancouver has a
lot of potential to be a multicultural hub on a global stage. My
experience of writing for The
Source only affirms that conviction as I have engaged with
business owners, non-profit
executives and government
officials who are determined
to make Vancouver a more
multicultural city. They are
very keen in sharing their culture to the local community,
whether through public events

Everyone participates in Greek Days
in Vancouver.

Photo by Joming, Flickr

A local community historian
wants to give people a more
holistic perspective of World
War One, particularly the Sikhs’
contribution.

released World War One film,
Dunkirk, as not representing
minority soldiers, such as Indians.
“The Indians were very much
there in World War Two, as
well as World War One,” says
Purewal.
Growing up in the United
Kingdom, as a Punjabi, Purewal pondered why the martial
heritage of Sikhs was not represented in war films. Since he
was living in London, England
he had access to imperial history through museums and antique shops.
“I was able to dig into this
question myself. It lead to the
discovery of a deep heritage
of service to the Crown. A hundred years ago, it was a common Crown. It was the same
Crown for Britain, India, [and]
Canada. So this is something
that I thought was very much
overlooked by everyone since
1947, when India became a Republic. I’ve took it on myself to
sort of build up that history,”
says Purewal.
He explains the culture of
Sikhs is both martial and spiri-

Photo courtesy of Indus Media Foundation – The ‘WW1 collection’

by Florence Hwang

or business engagements. In
addition, I hope that Vancouver
and its people will continue to
welcome and support the ambitions of people of different
cultures. Similarly, I hope that
every individual, regardless of
their culture, would continue
to contribute to this city and
give back to the city that has
supported them.
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How one couple travelled the world
by Naomi Tse

“We expected to be gone for
about five years but after two
years spent entirely in Europe,
we realized our timeframe was
off,” says Peter. “We learned that
time didn’t really matter and
took as much time as needed.”
Travelling the world comes
with various challenges, and
the Nygaards encountered a few
scary situations along the way.
They were warned about bandits near the border of Guinea
and Senegal but were forced to
pitch their tents there at night in
the bush.
“Around 3 a.m. or 4 a.m., we
woke up to gunfire and sounds
of people screaming,” says
Shahla. “We were absolutely
terrified and didn’t want to
open our tent.”

Travelling to 77 countries over
six continents is no easy feat.
Shahla and Peter Nygaard are
sharing their long journey in
their new book, Decade of Discovery.
In 2004, the Nygaards left their
home in Edmonton with a one
way ticket to Frankfurt, Germany.
“We were really curious about
the world and decided the best
way to learn about the world
and other people was to go out
and see the world,” says Shahla.
They will be at Banyen Books
and Sound on Sept. 19 to promote their new book.

The quest of a lifetime

“

for the same things in their own
ways.
“We’re all governed by the
same needs and wants. Everybody wants to be happy, healthy
and to provide for their families,”

“Probably one of the most important things we got out of the journey was the realization that we
are all one organism,” says Peter.
Peter’s advice to others who
are interested in a similar

We were really curious about the world and
decided the best way to learn about the world
and other people was to go out and see the world.
Shahla Nygaard, co-author of Decade of Discovery

As their travels continued and
the Nygaards saw how other
people interacted and learned
about other cultures, they realized that everyone was striving

says Peter. “We got more comfortable and became less expectant of a malevolent encounter
as more and more people were
proving to us they were curious
and wanted to know about us
and we wanted to know about
them.”
Sharing their experiences

Photo courtesy of Shahla and Peter Nygaard

Initially their idea was to travel
by walking. However, they realized that walking wasn’t their
preferred method and switched
to cycling. They also hitchhiked,
which became their second favourite form of transportation,
in addition to taking boats and a
couple of flights. For accommodations, they pitched their tents
wherever possible and had the
help of locals who would take
them in. Peter cited the websites
Couch Surfing and Warm Showers as great resources for information and accommodations.
Throughout their decade long
journey, they ran out of money
a few times and had to stop and
work for a few months.

When morning came, there
were no visible signs of carnage,
and they quietly went on their way.
“It was scarier because we
couldn’t see anything,” says
Shahla.

Shahla and Peter Nygaard at a campsite in Kumasi, Ghana with their trike.

By the time the Nygaards were
close to returning home to Edmonton in 2014, they decided
they would write a book about
their experience.
“We felt excited and obligated
to share our story and hoped
that it would be a source of inspiration to others, not just to
see the world but to have a goal
and stick with it,” says Peter.
Shahla says that the book is
laid out chronologically with
different themes in each chapter
and short stories to go with each
theme.

journey is to try not to plan
too much and bring too much
gear as a lot of the gear can be
acquired on the road and can
even help you blend in better.
“It can take you away from a
more natural experience if a
local is trying to guide you in
a certain direction but you’re
reluctant to take their advice
due to your itinerary,” says Peter.
Shala adds that one should
be prepared to adapt to situations and remember to have
fun.
Now that their travels are
over, the Nygaards have two
daughters and plan on creating a piece of self-sufficient
land that they’ve purchased in
northern Alberta.

For more information, please visit
www.banyen.com/events/
decade-of-discovery
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Art shows two kinds of life:
virtual and physical
by Janmie Gunawardena
Ying Tan, a Canadian curator,
makes her debut showcasing
Indonesian art collective Tromarama’s Amphibia exhibition at Centre A from Sept. 8 to
Oct. 14.
Febie Babyrose, Herbert Hans
and Ruddy Hatumena created Tromarama in Indonesia
through the ‘Video After School’
music video workshop. The
competition required its participants to create a music video for
a band.
The three artists came together and made their video for
Jakarta-based rock/metal band
Seringai with a woodcut animation. Carving the 400 pieces of
plywood took them a month and
a half of hard work.
“This experience left us traumatized. At the end, we use the
word trauma to name our group
and [that’s how we] became Tromarama,” they say.

Amphibia: two kinds of life

An interactive piece

Alongside Amphibia, Tromarama
also feature another exhibition called 24 hours being others.
Described as a ‘continuous, cumulative, and interactive piece’
by Tan, it uses an algorithm to
search for tweets including any
of the words ‘24 hours,’ ‘being,’
and ‘others.’ Then the software
arranges the tweets (after erasing the user name, photo, etc.)
into sentences and the final image is printed out.
“24 hours being others is a
mark of an era where anonymity, information surplus and
futile news are constantly celebrated in daily life. We are
in an era where people like to
float around, surfing the world
through others eyes to define
their own existences,” reveals
Tromarama.

Photo by Tromarama

Tan, curator of the exhibition,
first saw Tromarama’s work in
Hong Kong.
“I was instantly fascinated by
their approach to new media
and the relationship to contemporaneity,” she says.
‘Amphibia’ is a metaphor for
how human beings live in two
worlds at the same time: a physical world and a virtual one.

do it. This is where animation,
and more importantly stop motion animation, allowed them to
escape this technical limitation.
“[The] computer came only as
a tool to tailor the images into
a moving image. Basically we
could watch the final video in
our camera viewfinder. When
we work on something, we love
to seek the roughness, the spontaneity, the improvisation, the
imperfection in our daily life.
This kind of process creates a
certain emotion between us and
the works that we found very
human,” says Tromarama.

“[It shows] how our experiences of the world are oriented
inside the screen [and] our perception is built from perceiving
one image to the other,” explains
the group.
Tan describes it as humans
showing a liminal kind of existence where they’re neither
within reality nor within the
virtual multiverse. The whole
collective was inspired by the
positive and negative consequences of the internet in Indonesia and around the world.
“The democracy that was
brought by the internet gave a
chance for people to share their
own voice. At the same time,
people tend to take the screen
as a truth producer. We no longer have a distance between our
self and the screen. We are immersed in it,” says Tromarama.

Animation: a unique art

Tromarama create their art using an unique and modern medium: animation. They were inspired by the cartoons and MTV
shows they watched as children.
“It was the first time where we
saw singing plates, a blue fat cat
with powers, a flying carpet, a
crying teacup, etc. Almost all
daily objects from our surroundings became alive,” they say.
By the time the group was in
art school, they wanted to create videos but lacked the equipment and skills they needed to

Photo by Tromarama

Circuit – still from the Amphibia exhibit.

Twins – still from the Amphibia exhibit.

When asked about why Tan
chose Tromarama and Amphibia
to be showcased at Centre A, she
explains that the exhibit created by Tromarama invites us
to consider what it means to exist in our modern era. Audiences
will be driven to question how
rapidly adapting technologies
destabilize the line between human and machine, recontextualize our understanding of today’s
dominant narratives.
More information can be
found on www.centrea.org
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Recipe by Amanda Li, RD

Can sugar be making you hangry?
September 12–26, 2017
by simon yee

One of the most celebrated public
thinkers of our time, the multiaward-winning and bestselling
author Salman Rushdie discusses
his latest, brilliant epic, The Golden House, at UBC’s Chan Centre
on Sept. 19. With Vancouver Writers Festival director Hal Wake,
Rushdie will chat about the novel
in the context of the current U.S.
political climate, probing key moments in recent history from the
inauguration of Obama to postelection Trump. For tickets and
more information, please visit
the website.

Autumn begins this year on Sept.
22, bringing with it falling leaves,
cooling temperatures and shorter days. But while the days of
summer may be over for now, the
events continue! From art gallery
openings and literary readings
to movie nights and youth fests,
there are plenty of festivities,
celebrations, exhibits, conversations, roundtables and performances to check out throughout
the city. Have a great September
everyone!

***

***

Place des Arts Gallery
Exhibitions
Sept. 8–Oct. 7
Place des Arts, Coquitlam
www.placedesarts.ca/gallery

The Place des Arts Gallery are
currently showcasing three
new exhibits this month. Check
out industrial machinery artist
Ross Hayduk’s visually intriguing and functionally illuminating lamps, which explore forms
in classic, antique, futuristic and
abstract styles. Artist Barb Pearson’s thought-provoking series
of mixed-media art forces the
viewer to contemplate the effect
of infobesity (information overload) on our society. Finally, Inspiration 45 showcases the various artworks of the best of Place
des Arts’ vibrant and creative
community.

***

***

The Asian Canadian Writers Society is putting on LiterASIAN
2017, a four day conference celebrating and honouring Asian
Canadian Writing. This year’s
theme examines storytelling and
the art of the novel. There will be
book launches, author readings,
writing workshops and cultural
panels featuring authors such
as Eleanor Guerrero-Campbell,
Terry Watada, Janie Chang and
Catherine Hernandez. Please visit their website for a complete list
of events.

***

***

Hapa-palooza Festival
Sept. 22–24
Various sites in Vancouver
www.hapapalooza.com

Returning for the seventh time,
the Hapa-palooza Festival celebrates and stimulates awareness
of mixed-heritage and cultural
hybrid identity. A vibrant fusion
of music, dance, literary, artistic
and film performances, Hapapalooza is the first mixed roots
festival in Canada and is currently one of the largest festivals
celebrating mixed heritage in
the world. For a complete list of
performances and events, please
check out the festival website.

***

Surrey Youth Fest
Sept. 23, 1–11 p.m.
Guildford Recreation Centre,
Surrey
www.surrey.ca/youth

Photo by Chris Randle

Country Celebration
Sept. 16–17, 10 a.m.–4 p.m.
Campbell Valley Regional Park,
Township of Langley
www.metrovancouver.org/
countrycelebration

Salman Rushdie in
Conversation with Hal Wake
Sept. 19, 7:30 p.m.
Chan Centre for the Performing
Arts, University of British
Columbia
www.writersfest.bc.ca

Returning to the city for the 23rd
time, the Word Vancouver festival strives to promote literacy by
bringing the literature of Canadian and British Columbian word
artists to a broad audience. Enjoy
free readings, panel discussions
and live performances. Activities include writing workshops
as well as a variety of literacy activities. Featured authors include
Rodney DeCroo, Grant Lawrence
and Sheri-D Wilson. Check out
their website for a complete
schedule of events.

On Sept. 20, the SFU Goldcorp
Centre will be screening the National Film Board film The Road
Forward, a musical documentary
by playwright Marie Clements.
The film connects a pivotal moment in Canada’s civil rights history – the beginnings of Indian
Nationalism in the 1930s – with
the powerful momentum of First
Nations activism today. The film
is a rousing tribute to the fighters
for First Nations rights, a soulresounding historical experience
and a visceral call to action. For
additional information, check out
the website.

The Burnaby Art Gallery will host
Secwépemc Nation artist Tania
Willard’s multidisciplinary work
dissimulation until Nov. 5. Willard
operates within the shifting ideas
of the contemporary and traditional as they relate to cultural
arts and production, often working with bodies of knowledge and
skills that are conceptually linked
to her interest in intersections
between Indigenous and other
cultures. There will be an artist
talk and exhibition opening on
Sept. 14 at 6 p.m. For more information, please check out the BAG
website.

Is city life too hectic? Dragging
you down? Well, why not come
on down to Langley’s Campbell
Valley Regional Park for the 39th
annual Country Celebration, featuring all things country with
food, live music, entertainment,
activities and demonstrations.
Navigate a straw bale maze, paint
and fire up your own Raku pottery, eat some old country-style
pierogis and check out the many
exhibits showcasing the best that
country life has to offer.

Word Vancouver 2017
Sept. 19–24
Various venues
www.wordvancouver.ca

***

***

***

LiterASIAN 2017
Sept. 21–24
Various locations including VPL
Central Branch and UBC
www.literasian.com

Aabiziingwashi:
The Road Forward
Sept. 20, 7 p.m.
SFU Goldcorp Centre for the Arts,
Vancouver
www.sfu.ca/sfuwoodwards

Tania Willard: dissimulation
Sept. 15–Nov. 5
Burnaby Art Gallery
www.burnabyartgallery.ca

in the making. Choreographed by
Kokoro Dance Directors Barbara
Bourget and Jay Hirabayashi and
set to the heartrending but uplifting music of Polish composer
Zbigniew Preisner, four dancers
will strip themselves bare – literally and figuratively – in breathless motion and stillness, embodying the rawness of humanity,
while transcending all superficial
layers of persona and ego in true
butoh style. Please visit the website for tickets and more information.

Kokoro Dance explores human experience through movement.

Kokoro Dance:
Embryotrophic Cavatina
Sept. 20–23, 26–29, 8 p.m.
Roundhouse Community Arts &
Recreation Centre, Vancouver
www.kokoro.ca
Kokoro Dance will present the
world premiere of the provocative and primal Embryotrophic
Cavatina, the company’s latest
full-length butoh work, 20 years

Surrey Youth Fest is the city’s
largest free youth celebration
of the year. Drop by with your
friends or family – there’s something fun for everyone. Activities
include an all-styles dance battle,
skateboard, scooter and BMX jam
and demos, cooking competitions
with MasterChef and over 40 interactive exhibits. Please visit
their website for more information.

Most people know that consuming too much sugar is unhealthy. Yet, one in every five
calories that Canadians consume come from sugar. This
includes both naturally occurring sugars, such as those
found in fruit and milk, or added sugars, for instance in cereal or salad dressings. Although
the body handles naturally occurring and added sugar in the
same way, foods high in added
sugar tend to have lower nutrient densities and higher caloric values.
Simply put, foods with high
amounts of added sugar tend
to have less vitamins, minerals, and fibre, but more calories. Even more important,
may be the fact that those
same foods do little to satisfy
hunger. For example, which
breakfast, assuming equal
caloric value, would you feel
more satisfied after eating:
a bowl of sugarsweetened cereal
with milk or an egg
omelet with grated
cheese? You might
be wondering why
feeling satiated after a meal matters.
Well… if someone
consumes
too
many “empty and
not satiating” calories day-to-day,
this often leads to
over-consumption
of calories, which
can result in excess weight gain.
There is consistent evidence showing that increasing or decreasing dietary
sugars from current levels of
intake is associated with corresponding changes in body
weight in adults. It comes with
no surprise that obesity is one
of the most-cited risks of excess sugar consumption. More
than 7000 cancers – including
breast, colorectal, esophageal,
and uterine – diagnosed in
Canada in 2017 can be attributed to excess body weight.
Limiting sugar intake is just
one strategy, amongst many
other lifestyle habits that can
help reduce the risk of obesity
in Canada. The challenge for
today’s consumer is that added
sugar lurks everywhere – even
foods marketed as healthy options such as granola and yogurt. Sugar is called anything
from dextrose, barley malt,
caramel, sucanat, molasses,
high fructose corn syrup, to
fruit juice concentrate.
One of my fool-proof strategies to reduce added sugar in
my diet is to fill my grocery
cart with a variety of vegetables, lean protein (including
beans, tofu, fish, poultry, plain
yogurt), minimally processed
grains (including rice, buckwheat, quinoa), and dry-roasted nuts and seeds each week.
Keep things simple by using
more whole ingredients – or
what I like to refer to as oneingredient foods. For instance,
try swapping out your sweetened yogurt and boxed granola with this simple savoury
chickpea waffle for breakfast!
It takes just a few minutes to
make and it is freezer friendly.
Go ahead and triple this recipe!
Mornings will never be the
same again!
If you are up for the challenge, this month you can go

sugar-free and raise funds
for the Canadian Cancer Society. The money raised from
Sugar-Free September goes to
fund Canada’s most promising cancer research, support
vital services for patients
and families and advocate for
healthy public policies and
prevention activities. Participating in sugar-free September is easy! Simply register
at www.sugarfreeseptember.
ca and then collect donations
from your friends. Let’s work
together to reduce our sugar
intake, and who knows maybe
we’ll encounter less “hangry”
people as well.

Savoury Chickpea
Waffle

A naturally gluten-free, veganfriendly high protein waffle
made with garbanzo bean
flour. Typically egg-less waffles do not turn out very well,

but this recipe is a total gamechanger! Serves: 2
Ingredients

• ½ cup chickpea flour (or
lentil flour)
• ¾ cup water
• 2 tbsp avocado oil
• 1 clove garlic, finely minced
• ¼ cup onion, finely diced
• 2 tbsp cilantro, finely
minced
• Sea salt and freshly cracked
black pepper, to taste
Method

1. In a bowl, add the chickpea flour and season with
salt and pepper. Slowly add
the water and whisk until
smooth. Add 1 tbsp of oil
and whisk to combine. Cover
with plastic wrap and let the
batter set for 2 hours.
2. Preheat your waffle iron.
Heat an oven-safe skillet
over medium heat, add the
remaining 1 tablespoon of
oil, and sauté the onions and
garlic for 2 minutes. Stir in
the cilantro, transfer the
mixture into the chickpea
batter, and stir to combine.
3. Pour the chickpea batter
into your hot waffle iron and
cook for 5–6 minutes, or until golden and crispy.
4. To serve, cut the chickpea
waffle into wedges and dollop with guacamole or salsa.

Note: If you do not have a waffle iron, do not fret, instead all
you have to do is preheat the
oven to 425oF in step 2. Then,
cook your onions, garlic and
cilantro in an oven-safe pan. In
step 3, instead of pouring the
chickpea batter into the waffle
iron, pour the batter back into
the non-stick skillet and place
into the preheated oven for 15
minutes.

